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Investing in the future of families and the community sector
and recognising the ripple effect of our actions today on
tomorrow.

FWT+DP is a non-government, not for profit agency supporting the learning and development
needs of people working with families in Western Sydney.
We deliver a wide range of dynamic, affordable, local training and other learning and development
opportunities. Topics and issues covered relate to the work of individuals and agencies and
networks working with families. FWT+DP prides itself on delivering quality practice based training
and development based on principles of best practice and the current evidence base relating to
work with children and families.

WHO WE SERVE
People working directly with families and the service system working with families with children
up to 18 years.

OUR PURPOSE
To provide high quality affordable practice based learning and development for those who work
with children and families in Greater Western Sydney.

POPULATION RESULTS TO WHICH
WE CONTRIBUTE
Whole Population: Safe, Healthy, Resilient (and Inclusive) children, young people, families and
communities

Target Population Result: Those working with families (and service system they work in) have
the capacity to provide families/ communities with quality support

OUR VISION FOR THE FUTURE
Workers and services that are:
Valued and skilled
Evidence based
Child centered and family focused
Working collaboratively
Responsive to changing needs

OUR CORE VALUES
Respect for children, families, communities and those who work with them
We recognise, promote and build on strengths. We see the importance of everyone’s
contributions to society and aim to uphold their dignity and rights in all we do.

Working together to make a difference
We take time to build and maintain the relationships needed for making a difference. We
concentrate all our efforts on what will make a difference.

Responsiveness
We listen to those working with families about challenges facing them and their related
professional practice development needs. We respond to their needs as they arise, in ways that
are informed by best practice and current evidence.

Reflecting on practice
We continually reflect on what we do, how we do it and strive to learn about what works best.
We promote this approach with all those we serve.

Accountability
We are accountable to our membership, funders and the communities we serve. We are
accountable for the quality and integrity of what we do and for the difference we make.

THE DIFFERENCE WE MAKE (Core Goals)
We strive to make a difference in the following ways:


Increased capacity in strengths based practice



Increased knowledge in evidence base



Increased topic knowledge (achieving learning goals)



Increased confidence to apply knowledge



Increased capacity for reflective / conscious work practice



Increased knowledge and capacity for inclusive collaborative practice

In meeting its commitments FWT+DP strives to create and maintain an environment for ongoing
internal learning and growth. As such we describe ourselves as a ‘learning organisation’ where
learning is recognised as a core aspect of all levels of organisation functioning and operation. In
essence we set out to ‘notice’, more consciously, what we were doing, and what was happening for
workers coming to our training and the sector as a whole as result of our efforts. This involves an
ongoing cycle of looking, listening, testing out new ideas….. and more looking and more listening.
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Board of Management Report
It has been a year of celebration and change. We said farewell to our long serving and esteemed
Executive Officer Jackie Wilgress who retired in September 2014 and celebrated her wonderful
contribution to the sector. It is always difficult to imagine replacing a person with such industry
knowledge and superior leadership capacity not to mention the broad range of skills Jackie
brought to FWT+DP and the family work sector over many years. However, the Board was
delighted to welcome Catherine White to the EO role last year. Catherine brings with her strong
knowledge of the community sector in Western Sydney along with core knowledge of the needs
of workers and the children and families with whom they work. Catherine also brings with her
robust management and organisational skills and the Board has been excited to work with her
as we move forward in developing the strategic directions of the organisation for the next 5 years.
The uncertainty of funding remains a shadow over the work of FWT+DP, as it does for other
funded organisations in the wake of the Targeted Earlier Intervention Reforms. The uncertainty
about funding could easily dampen the enthusiasm and creativity of the workers but this has
definitely not been the case. The staff continues to reach for new opportunities and enthusiasm
is only dampened by a lack of resources to do all that they would like to. I commend Catherine
and the staff for maintaining their passion and commitment in the face of insecurity.
While we continue to acknowledge and respect the role of our major funder, NSW Community
Services and the work it is undertaking to ensure our Child Protection and Early Intervention
Programs are indeed making the difference needed, the Board hopes to see in the new funding
space an ongoing commitment to support quality learning and development and the innovative
practice that is a hallmark of FWT+DP.
A highlight this year was the launch of our second Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP). FWT+DP
devotes not only time but the intentional resources to moving forward with the RAP. Our aim is
to embed the goals of the RAP into our practice - every day - and to have a living document and
plan that will continue to guide our work.
I have been privileged to be the President of this organisation and to share the vision that the
Board along with Catherine and her staff are so committed to. It is with some sadness that I have
decided not to seek nomination as President of the Board for the next year. I will continue as a
board member and remain committed to supporting FWT+DP because I believe in the critical
importance of learning and development of our workforce as integral to improving the lives of
children, young people, their families and communities. I can say without qualification, that I have
seen the impact of FWT+DP on the sector and the workforce and it has been a substantial agent
for change.
I thank the Board for their unwavering support of myself as President – in this last year and the
ones that preceded it - and also of Catherine and the team at FWT+DP. I want to thank Vice
President Deb Deering, Secretary Janine Madden, Treasurer Peter O’Brien and Member Kathryn
Elliott for their commitment to FWT+DP and the incredible level of expertise they bring to the role
of board members.
I congratulate Catherine and all the staff on the quality and quantity of the work that they do in
the sector. I also want to acknowledge the many trainers that work with FWT+DP. We are very
fortunate to be able to call on such skilled and knowledgeable people who embrace the ethos of
FWT+DP.
The end product of well trained, highly skilled, knowledgeable and confident workers is that
children will be safer, their lives will be enriched, their families will be supported to parent them
in ways that will nourish them and help them to grow the next generations.

Kerry Thomas - Board President

Executive Officer’s Report
It is a pleasure to write this, my first contribution to the Annual Report as Executive
Officer for FWT+DP Inc. This has been a year of significant change for the
organisation having farewelled Jackie Wilgress after 19 years of outstanding
service. She most certainly left her mark on this service and the community services
sector in Western Sydney and I thank her for her tireless and passionate dedication
to building FWT+DP to the agency it is today.
I also extend my thanks to the Board, team and partners for their warm welcome,
patience and support during my transition into the work. FWT+DP strength lies in
the team and the relationships, wisdom and skills each worker brings to their role
and the organisation as a whole.

Executive
Officer
Report

MEET THE TEAM:
Leadership Team:
Catherine White

As has been the case for many other services in the community sector, our most
significant challenges this year has been doing more with less. Rising costs,
particularly with venue hire and trainer rates has made it very difficult to continue to
deliver the same quantity of events whilst maintaining the high standards of quality
that FWT+DP pride itself on. We also see that demands on community workers
(and budgets) brings challenges for staff to be released to attend and pay for
professional development.

Maria Losurdo
Heather Callaghan

We eagerly await the TEIP Reform as a process for our work to be appropriately
reviewed, assessed and valued and look forward to working collaboratively with
FaCS in defining the future of the funding model.

Project Workers:

There have been many highlights across the year and these will be discussed in
reports from project workers in the following pages. From a governance perspective
some of our achievements have been

Jackie Stewart










Finalisation of a new contract for trainers
New online banking model
Operationalised the new database with greater functionality
Trialling of new team planning processes
Introduction of new training membership categories and rates
Adoption of a new Constitution
Endorsement of our 2nd Reconciliation Action Plan
Successful in receiving funding for two new projects:
o Aboriginal Cross-Cultural Competence Capacity Building Project for
C4C Mt Druitt and
o Western Sydney Partners in Recovery Conference to be run in 2016

In June I attended the ARACY Conference which was a valuable learning
opportunity to get up to speed with research, best practice and new directions in
child/early childhood services.
I look forward to 2015/2016 being a year where FWT+DP continue to innovate and
collaborate to ensure that we continue to resource and support the workers across
Greater Western Sydney with learning and development that supports their best
practice.

Catherine White – Executive Officer

Chris Ryan

Jane Skelton
Julianne Abood
Nicole Chadszinow
Sharmila Falzon
Veronica Riddell
Vicki Wilde

Administration:
Gabriella Jenes

Organisation Summary Report
FWT+DP Training Projects Conducted in 2014/2015:
- Aboriginal Learning & Development Project (recurrent ACYFS funding)
- Aboriginal Women’s Cultural Support Program (FWT+DP + WSCF + FaCS Partnership )
- Family Worker Training Project (recurrent Community Builders funding)
- Western Sydney Learning & Development Project including Inclusive Service Support Project
(recurrent FNSW funding)
- Nepean / Blue Mountains Learning & Development Project including Triple P Practitioners
Network Support Project (recurrent FNSW funding)
- Special Projects / Partnership Projects (multiple events, funding sources and partners including
Leading Practice Conference, Mission Australia, CRC and Brighter Futures)
- Membership Project

The Story Behind Our Results 2014 to 2015
FWT+DP apply Results Based Accountability to measure the impact and quality of
what we do. Closely reviewing and tracking results help us to improve over time.
This year FWT+DP has transitioned to a new database. Delays in getting the system
operationalised has meant that we are still working on producing and analysing our data. As
full data is not currently available we will be reporting on our results in a separate Impact
Measurement Report later in the year, and only some overall measures are included in this
Annual Report.
Training Participants
Approximately 433 unique organisations registered workers to attend FWT+DP training
events on 2446 separate occasions.
Evaluation Response Rates 2014 - 2015:
1084 ‘On the Day’ Evaluations were received - Return Rate = 56.05%*
388 ‘Online Post Event Surveys’ were received - Return Rate = 20.06*%
* based on the number of events to which evaluation processes were applied
Evaluation Highlights:
80.41% of workers applied new learning to their work with clients within 4 – 6 weeks of
attending FWT+DP training.
Of these workers, 85.56% reported that this new learning and/or approach had been helpful
in their work.

FWT+DP Report Card 2014 to 2015

80.9% applied new learning
and approaches gained from
training
85.1% said new learning and
approaches helpful in their
work

Reported Enhanced
Practices:
58.6% Engagement
47.4% Identifying Needs
27.4% New Response Options
22.8% Referral Knowledge
26% Joint Practice / Partnerships
46% Building Community Capacity

Increased skill, knowledge
and capacity in key practice
areas (FWT+DP Core Goals):
79.5% Strengths Based Practice
88.8% Confident Applying New
Knowledge from Training

89.7% Conscious Practice
79.1% Central Importance
of Relationship

74.4% Making Services FIT Families
73.5% Recognise Family Expertise
72.6% Working to Independence

FWT+DP Initiatives 2014 to 2015
Month

Initiative

Project

July 2014
July 2014
July 2014
August 2014

Youth Mental Health First Aid
Different Worlds Parallel Journeys
4 x Pre-conference master classes
Positive Frameworks for Social
Change Forum
Gathering the Strength

Club Grants - Dooleys
ACYFS
Community Builders
FNSW – Nepean

September 2014
September 2014
September 2014
September 2014

September 2014
September 2014
September 2014
September 2014
September 2014
October 2014
October 2014
October 2014
October 2014

October 2014
October 2014
October 2014
November 2014
November 2014
November 2014
November 2014
November 2014
November 2014
November 2014
November 2014
December 2014
December 2014
January 2015
February 2015

Membership – Partnership with
FNSW – Western Sydney
Victor’s Story
FNSW – Western Sydney
Substance Using Parents- having hard FNSW – Western Sydney
conversations
Working with Cultural Diversity:
FNSW – Nepean
Effective Cross-Cultural
Communication
Understanding Anxiety and
FNSW – Western Sydney
Depression in Children
AGM
Membership
Your Space Our Place, a place based FNSW – Western Sydney
approach to Community development
Setting the Scene
Aboriginal Women’s Cultural Support
Victor’s Story (BCI)
FNSW – Western Sydney
Responding to Squalor and Hoarding
Community Builders
When Working With Children
Advanced Facilitation Skills for
FNSW – Western Sydney
Community Workers
Marketing & Promotion for Community FNSW – Western Sydney
Workers
Facilitation Skills for Aboriginal
ACYFS – Partnership with
Workers (Family Planning Circles) - 2
Community Builders
days
Let's Get Connected
FNSW – Nepean
Parents With Mental Health Concerns FNSW – Nepean
Self-care, Boundaries and Respectful
Aboriginal Women’s Cultural Support
Support
Victor’s Story
FNSW – Nepean
Supporting Aboriginal Men
ACYFS
Working with Challenging Behaviour in FNSW – Nepean
Children
Child Protection, Best Practice in
Mission Australia
Keeping Children Safe
Parental Coaching
FNSW – Nepean
Client Centred Case Management
Mission Australia
Our Shared Story
Aboriginal Women’s Cultural Support
Western Sydney and Torres Strait
ACYFS
Islander Communities
Living the Full Catastrophe:
FNSW – Nepean
Mindfulness in the Workplace
Living the Full Catastrophe:
FNSW- Western Sydney –
Mindfulness in the Workplace
Partnership with Membership
Reflective Practice
Aboriginal Women’s Cultural Support
Through Young Black Eyes, Train the FNSW - Western Sydney
trainer Workshop (2 days)

February 2015
February 2015
February 2015
February 2015
February 2015
February 2015
February 2015
February 2015
February 2015

March 2015
March 2015
March 2015

March 2015
March 2015
March 2015
March 2015
March 2015
April 2015

April 2015
April 2015
May 2015
May 2015
May 2015

May 2015
May 2015
May 2015

May 2015
May 2015
May 2015
June 2015

Impact of Domestic Violence on
Children's Mental Health
When a CHILD knows its name is
SAFE in your mouth
Engaging Parents Impacted by
Trauma
Victor’s Story
Apology Day (including Aunty Bev’s
Yarning Circle)
Working With Multiple Families Living
In One Household: in a CALD Context
Cultural Connection Day
Youth Mental Health First Aid
Reflections on Working
Therapeutically with Children: A
Supervision Model
ADHD and Aboriginal Children
Understanding How Relationships
Work in Families
Talk about Talking, Exploring Verbal &
Non-Verbal Communication with
Clients
Cross Cultural Appreciation Workshop
for CALD workers
Victor’s Story
Working with Men who use Violence
(3 days)
Solutions Focused Brief Therapy (2
Days)
Cultural Connection Day
Advantage & Oppression
understanding the TWO SIDES of
RACISM
Social Media Workshop
Victor’s Story
Working with & understanding First
Australians
Writing Great Case Notes
Advantage & Oppression
understanding the TWO SIDES of
RACISM
Victor’s Story (Lithgow)
ICE Consultation
The Changing World of Penrith:
Connecting with migrant and refugee
CALD families, children and
communities in Penrith
Smoking and Quitting: How to Help
Your Clients Quit
Child Wellbeing Forum
Triple P Practitioner Development Day
Engaging CALD Families
Family Work through the Lens of
Trauma

FNSW - Western Sydney
FNSW- Western Sydney
FNSW- Western Sydney
Community Builders
Community Builders – Partnership
with ACYFS
FNSW - Western Sydney
Aboriginal Women’s Cultural Support
Community Builders – Partnership
with Council Grant (Hills)
FNSW - Western Sydney

FNSW - Nepean
FNSW - Nepean
FNSW – Western Sydney –
Partnership with Mission Australia
FNSW – Western Sydney –
Partnership with CRC
Community Builders
Community Builders – Partnership
with Wesley Mission
Community Builders
Aboriginal Women’s Cultural Support
FNSW - Nepean
FNSW – Nepean – Partnership with
Membership
Community Builders
FNSW – Western Sydney
Community Builders
FNSW – Western Sydney

FNSW - Nepean
FNSW – Western Sydney
FNSW - Nepean

FNSW – Nepean
FNSW – Western Sydney
FNSW – Western Sydney
Community Builders

June 2015
June 2015

June 2015
June 2015
June 2015
June 2015
June 2015
June 2015
June 2015
June 2015
June 2015
June 2015
July 2015

Father Inclusive Practice (BCI)
Advantage & Oppression
understanding the TWO SIDES of
RACISM
Communication in Confrontational
/Aggressive Situations
Child Protection Forum Day 1
Child Protection Forum Day 2
Accidental Counsellor
Enneagrams and Communication
Styles (2 days)
Working with Men who use Violence
(3 days)
Bystander Anti-Racism
Let’s Get Connected
Best Practice Self-Care and Boundary
Setting
Tracing Family History
Best Practice Self-Care and Boundary
Setting

FNSW – Western Sydney
FNSW - Nepean
FNSW – Western Sydney
Community Builders
ACYFS
FNSW – Western Sydney
Mission Australia
Community Builders – Partnership
with Wesley Mission
FNSW – Western Sydney –
Partnership with CRC
FNSW – Western Sydney
Community Builders
Aboriginal Women’s Cultural Support
FNSW - Nepean

Other Initiatives
5 x Local Collaborative Working Group Penrith Partnership and
Planning
Lithgow Consultation
Stronger Families Alliance
2 x Triple P Network Meetings
3 x Triple P Newsletters
4 x Reflective Practice
Subsidy and Sponsorship
6 x Local Collaborative Working Group
Follow Up Process with CALD workers and local Aboriginal
Elders and workers
Harmony Day (Blacktown LGA)
CALD community participation on Reconciliation Walk (Mt Druitt)
Little Black Duck Development Work
9 x Yarn Up
Cultural Support Coordination
Cultural events (NAIDOC, Reconciliation Week)
Support Work
Wesley Partnership
Child Protection Planning Group
Leading Practice Conference (2 days)
Partnering with families for safety (Wesley) – 2 x 3 days
ISSP
Resource Development
BCI
BCC Social Plan
The Hills Social Plan
Men’s Network
Western Sydney Child Protection
Hills Youth and/or Mental Health Interagency
Website, newsletter, flyers, Facebook

FNSW – Nepean
FNSW
FNSW
FNSW
FNSW
FNSW
FNSW
FNSW
FNSW

– Nepean
– Nepean
– Nepean
– Nepean
– Western Sydney
– Western Sydney
– Western Sydney
– Western Sydney

FNSW – Western Sydney
FNSW – Western Sydney
FNSW – Western Sydney
ACYFS
ACYFS
ACYFS
ACYFS
Community Builders
Community Builders
Community Builders
Community Builders
Community Builders
Community Builders
Community Builders
Community Builders
Community Builders
Community Builders
Community Builders
Community Builders
Community Builders

FWT+DP Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) Report
FWT+DP’s second year on our RAP journey has been a journey of discovery for the Board
and the team.
We have mapped our journey and are working towards our next two years with a
continuation of our commitment to building and exploring new approaches to working as an
organisation toward reconciliation. Our ‘Innovative’ RAP plan has been developed by the
FWT+DP RAP Working Group in partnership with FWT+DP Board, Executive Officer and
team. The content of this RAP document has been informed through ongoing consultation
with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander workers and Elders that take part in delivering
and/or attending FWT+DP training events.
The RAP working group now consists of all members of our team and the meetings are an
agenda item at our monthly team meetings. The RAP is also reviewed at every Board
meeting as a standing agenda item.
Some of our achievements for 2015:
 We have uploaded onto our website our latest “Innovative” RAP plan for 2015 – 2017
that has been endorsed by Reconciliation Australia with our new motto of “Stretching
ourselves in new ways and helping others do the same”.
 We have also put our key learning tips on our RAP web page as well as resources for
working effectively with Aboriginal Community, our Process Model, RAP Planning day
priorities and our Team Reflections sheet.
 We have achieved funding to employ another Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander worker at
FWT+DP.
 Continuous cultural learning activities for FWT+DP staff and board members: this year
attending the “Advantage & Oppression: The Two Sides of Racism” Workshop.
 Regular inclusion of current information, resources and research in our newsletter.
The continuing commitment to our RAP is at the heart of all the staff and Board.

Chris Ryan - RAP Working Group Chair
On behalf of RAP Working Group Members:
Julianne Abood, Jackie Stewart, Maria Losurdo, Veronica Riddell, Vicki Wilde,
Sharmila Falzon, Jane Skelton, Heather Callaghan and Gabriella Jenes.

Information, Technology & Multimedia Report
www.fwtdp.org.au
FWT+DP had 9398 website visits this year, up from 5237 last year. Top viewing countries:
75% of views were from Australia, and 9.5% from the US.

FWT+DP received 6854 You Tube views during the year which equates to
over 645 hours viewing. You can find some great training clips on FWT+DP
You Tube Channel.
If you are a member of You Tube you can
http://www.youtube.com/user/FamilyWorkerTDP/feed

subscribe

to

our

channel

You can also link to our videos on our website: http://FWT+DP.org.au/multimediaelearning

FWT+DP’s Interactive Training Calendar, which is published monthly, is working well. The
links to flyers and registrations means that the process is more user friendly.

Veronica Riddell – Website Administrator

Social Media Report
2014-2015 saw the advent of FWT+DP managing our own Facebook, Twitter, Google + and
YouTube accounts.
Rebecca Foster from Favorire assisted us to set up and manage the accounts. Rebecca
provided training on how to use the platforms, how and what to post and gave advice on
what social media management tools to use.
It remains a continuous learning process, particularly in interpreting what our impact is with
this work.
What have we achieved over this year?








Regular posting on Facebook, Google + and Twitter. We post 5-7 times per week.
Regularly updating our “Events” Section on our Facebook page.
Varying posts which detail our events, events of partners, articles with interesting topics,
inspirational quotes and messages.
Increasing our overall Facebook page likes from less than 100 to 270.
Ground work for developing an E-Newsletter
Setting up processes for promoting our ‘big events’ on social media.
Setting up processes for encouraging our clients to engage with our 'big events' on social
media.

In terms of engagement and reach with our accounts, up to 200 workers per week see our
posts. They either read, share and/or re-post what we have published.
In Facebook, a rate of engagement greater 2% is considered ‘good’. Our engagement rate
has been between 2%-33%. We will continue to build on this work into the 2015/2016 year.

Sharmila Falzon – Social Media Administrator

Administration Report
We hit the ground running at the beginning of the 2014/15 financial year with the Leading
Practice Conference in July. This was followed by the Audit and change of Executive
Officer from Jackie to Catherine (this all happened within the first 3 months of the year).
Although it would be nice to think that things started to slow down at this point, this was not
the case and work seems to be a continually evolving process.
I continue to do the financial work including accounts receivable, accounts payable,
payroll, general journals up to and including year-end, ensuring that management and the
Board have information in a timely manner. The audit this year went through without any
problems.
The database has continued to be an ongoing process with upgrades being implemented
as and when necessary – this continues to be a work in progress.
I continue to feel I am part of a dynamic, innovative and committed team after working at
FWT+DP for 8 years.

Heather Callaghan –Financial Administrator

My third year at FWT+DP as Administration Assistant was an eventful year.
I continued to do my usual tasks, such as answering the phone, mail sorting, updating the
database, supporting project workers. I have been also looking after the accounts
receivable, following up outstanding debts and fill in with financial tasks using MYOB system
during the Financial Administrator absence.
I have been responsible for maintaining the administration of our Membership System and
producing our monthly training calendar. It has been very exciting to get more involved in
the administration of our website, working closely with Veronica.
It has been a privilege to be part of another year of FWT+DP dynamic team as we continue
to work hard to serve the Community Sector.

Gabriella Jenes - Administration Assistant

Individual
Project
Outcome
Reports

ACYFS Learning & Development
Project Report
The last financial year for ACYFS has provided ongoing learning and development
opportunities and support to Aboriginal workers in Western Sydney and outer regions.
The workshops provided by ACYFS were developed to offer content to support workers from
a cultural perspective as well as a professional development aspect. Where possible we
provide an Aboriginal trainer to deliver the training.
As the ACYFS project worker I also offer cultural support. The majority of Aboriginal workers
are working within non-Aboriginal teams and often are the only Aboriginal worker in their
service. They are often trying to walk in two worlds and need support to maintain connection
to culture. This is mostly one on one meetings to support workers with report writing,
strategies to approach their services for positive change, cultural support with clients and
community, and maintaining ongoing connections to their cultural selves.
Yarn-Up is also another aspect of supporting culture. ACYFS provides Aboriginal workers
with a culturally safe space to share their experiences and raise their concerns with a local
Elder, Aunty Bev Eaton. This provides Aboriginal workers with a sense of belonging and
connection though the support from an Elder and other Aboriginal workers whom have
experienced similar situations.
The training provided relies on the workers communicating with me about any changes and
community needs to be able to provide training relevant to their working roles and current
situations.

Jackie Stewart - Aboriginal Project Worker

Aboriginal Women’s Cultural Support Program Report
The Women’s Cultural Support Program is developed by Jackie Stewart and coordinated by
Maria Losurdo and Jackie Stewart. Delivered once a month, the program runs over 12
months.
The program offers Aboriginal women working in western Sydney an opportunity to be part
of building cultural connection and professional development. The participants have taken
a journey of self-discovery, learning about their culture and sharing their stories with the
group. They take part in activities such as Tribe of Life, Labelling Tree and Yarning Circles.
The program also offers a professional development section that increases their knowledge
on Generational Trauma, Lateral Violence, Self-Care and Boundaries, increasing
Facilitation and Presentation Skills, Mediation and Conflict Resolution Workshops.
The current course started in September 2014 and has 23 women committed to the
program. Four presenters (Melissa Stubbings, Rowena Lawrie, Maria Losurdo and Jackie
Stewart) have been involved in delivering 7 workshops:








Sept 2014 – Setting the Scene
Oct 2014 – Self-care, Boundaries and Respectful Support
Nov 2014 – Our Shared Story
Jan 2015 – Reflective Practice
Feb 2015 – Cultural Connection Day
Mar 2015 – Cultural Connection Day
June 2015 – Tracing Family History

FWTD+P would like to acknowledge the support of our funding partners, Western Sydney
Community Forum and FaCS Western Sydney District who ensured that the program was
able to continue for a 2nd year.

Jackie Stewart - Aboriginal Project Worker

Apology Day Report

Over the past 5 years Family Worker Training in partnership with Muru Mittigar have been
the leading services for the Western Sydney Apology Day. Each year we have doubled in
numbers and this year was no different with over 550 people attending and 44 stall holders
sharing information.
With the day funded and fully supported by The Healing Foundation we were able to make
this event bigger and better than previous years, we were able to advertise and promote on
the radio and talk about the ongoing need for acknowledgement of Apology Day in the future.
The day started with a Welcome to Country performed by Aunty Edna Watson, her daughter
Leanne Watson and granddaughter Rhiannon. Having 3 generations welcome people to
land was the beginning of understanding what was taken away from Aboriginal people as
the stories that followed talked about disconnection and no access to culture or families.
The day provided an opportunity for Aboriginal people to share their stories about the Stolen
Generations and why the Apology was important to Aboriginal Australia, as well as a space
for non-Aboriginal people to see and feel the emotional impacts for Aboriginal people and
how generational trauma is carried through to the generations of today. A panel of 3
Aboriginal people shared their stories then opened the floor for Q&A.
The day flowed smoothly with Torres Strait Islander Dancers closing the afternoon through
a dancing ceremony with cultural songs and dance that told stories of the Torres Strait
journey.
Jackie Stewart and Karen Clarke facilitated a 2 hour session on Victor’s Story for Workers
and community members. Victor’s Story attracted 63 people all working within Western
Sydney. The workshop takes participants on a journey through 6 generations (120 Years)
of the impacts of policy and government control for 1 Aboriginal family which mirrors many
other families throughout Australia. Aunty Bev Eaton facilitated a healing and sharing circle
for others to wind down from the day’s events.
Family Worker Training would like to acknowledge the support and ongoing involvement
from Muru Mittigar, FACS, Transport NSW and The Healing Foundation.
A special thank you and acknowledgement to Erin Wilkins as one of the main organisers for
this event.

Jackie Stewart - Aboriginal Project Worker

Community Builders Family Worker Project Report

FWT+DP was started 30 years ago when it received funding from FaCS to train Family
Support Workers. This core funding has remained with FWT+DP all these years (although
under different funding stream names eg CSGP for many years).
This funding resources FWT+DP to deliver training for workers working with families with
children to 18 years of age and on the spectrum from early intervention to ROSH. This
includes training in Case Work, Child Protection, Domestic Violence, Working with Drug and
Alcohol, Men and Violence, and Trauma.
FWT+DP highly values this funding. FWT+DP works closely with workers in the sector to
research their training needs. This year we have trained 400 workers at learning events plus
another 402 through Partnership events - an amazing total of 802 participants, which
demonstrates the great need for this training.
Partnership Projects:
Sydney West Child Protection and Family Interagency (SWCP+FI) Steering Committee
Member
This Interagency is an invaluable arena where child protection is discussed and brings NGO
and FaCS workers together to build relationships and work to ensure the best outcomes for
children and young people. The steering committee, informed by new and emerging issues
from the floor, designs the meetings to meet the needs of the workers both through guest
speakers and practice based activities and general discussion. This also informs topics for
the Child Protection Forum.
Child Protection Week Event
I am part of a subcommittee of the SWCP+FI that designs and delivers a NAPCAN Child
Protection Week community event to families with children 0-5 to raise awareness about
how they can ’play their part to keep children Safe’.
Child Protection Forum Development and Delivery
The forum focused on the impact of the Child Protection “Safe Home for Life” reforms.
ACWA, FaMS and NAPCAN were some of the services that were brought together to
provide workers working with families the most up to date information about the reforms, the
impacts on families and their work. The Family Law Early Intervention Unit provided some
extremely valuable hands on information.

Veronica Riddell - Project Worker

FWT+DP Partnerships and Special Events Report
Membership
In the 2014/2015 year the following training events were run under the membership project:
 Gathering the Strength
 Living the Full Catastrophe: Mindfulness in the Workplace
 Social Media for Community Services
The diversity of the topics reflect the flexibility of the membership project.
‘Gathering the Strength” was run in partnership with Rosie’s Place, a local non-government
organisation which works with children, young people and their (non-offending) family members who
are affected by sexual assault. The workshop aimed to give participants the skills and knowledge to
run three group based programs for women and their children experiencing domestic violence.
“Great sharing of resources. (A) fantastic presentation-informative, relevant and professional,”
Training Participant.
The workshop “Living the Full Catastrophe: Mindfulness in the Workplace” was very popular
and filled very quickly. We engaged an international trainer Janet Solyntnes to run the event.
“It was excellent” – Training Participant
The aim of the workshop “Social Media for Community Services” was to assist community
services to utilise social media for community engagement. It was run in partnership with Blacktown
Library and we engaged Rebecca Foster, a social media consultant, to run the workshop. It was
very well received. As a result, we plan to run two social media workshops - one for social media
beginners and one for more advanced users in 2015/2016.
“(The) facilitators knowledge and pacing was fantastic” –Training Participant

Sharmila Falzon - Project Worker
Club Grants
In the 2014-2015 year the following training events were delivered with (partial) funding under the
ClubGrants scheme:
 Impact of Domestic Violence on Children’s Mental Health: Auburn LGA
 Youth Mental Health First Aid: Auburn LGA
 Youth Mental Health First Aid: Hills LGA (partial funding, project completed in partnership with
Community Builders)
The workshop Impact of Domestic Violence on Children’s Mental Health was run with the support
of Dooley’s Catholic Club. It particularly focused on CALD children and their families. The event was
well attended and had some great feedback with participants highlighting new knowledge they had
learnt about child development.
“Interesting, educational and knowledgeable training/presentation. I would recommend this training
to my colleagues” – Training participant
The Youth Mental Health First Aid workshops were supported by Dooley’s Catholic Club and by
Castle Hill RSL. To increase participation from the Auburn area, we offered the workshop for the
cost of workbooks. This price reduction assisted enrolments greatly. The workshops were run by the
same trainer and were attended by a wide variety of workers with youth workers, teachers,
counsellors and community service workers all participating.
“Dianne is an excellent trainer” – Training Participant

Sharmila Falzon - Project Worker

Mission Australia
Vicki Wilde in partnership with Mission Australia developed and held 6 workshops with the specific
aim of creating a cohesive workplace culture of child centred approaches to working with families
and children. Learning events were delivered to support the development of a team approach
including child protection, client centred case management as well as a newly designed workshop
called Talk about Talking with Mary Jo McVeigh that looked at how we can be mindful of our verbal
and non-verbal approaches to communication when gathering and disseminating information with
clients.

Vicki Wilde - Project Worker
Wesley Mission Partnership
Through this partnership Veronica Riddell developed and delivered 6 days of training to 50 Brighter
Futures and Youth Hope Workers to assist them to embed SDM and 'The Three Houses' information
gathering tool into their work practice.

Veronica Riddell - Project Worker
Six days of training on “Working with Men who use Violence in the home” was delivered to 60
workers. Coordinated by Maria Losurdo, this 3 days intensive program (delivered in March and June)
was facilitated by Mary Jo McVeigh and Eric Hudson.
“I found Mary Jo and Eric to be open and had great knowledge and practical experience which made
it easy to absorb the information presented” – Training Participant

Leading Practice Conference - Development and Delivery plus website
This partnership with FaMS and Wesley Mission allowed us to bring a 2 day conference to 252
delegates. The conference took participants on a learning journey as they listened to leading national
and international presenters who in turn invited them to actively explore the application of place
based practice and trauma informed care as a way of rising to challenges by creating effective whole
communities of practice.
Bringing 2 renowned international speakers Cindy Blackstock (PhD, Executive Director, First Nations
Child and Family Caring Society of Canada) and Michael McAfee (Promise Neighbourhoods
Program USA) to Western Sydney at an affordable price was a real highlight of this year.

Veronica Riddell - Project Worker

Families NSW Projects
FNSW Western Sydney Learning & Development Project
Blacktown / The Hills
Events held this year looked at a variety of differing themes such as Community Development from
a Place Based Approach, Child Development where topics covered Understanding Depression and
Anxiety in Children, The Impact of Domestic Violence on the Mental Health of a Child and a skills
based approach to Working with Children Impacted by Domestic Violence. Cultural Appreciation
events included Aboriginal Cultural Awareness for mainstream workers and Advantage &
Oppression: The Two Sides of Racism.
FWT+DP formed a collaborative partnership with Community Resource Network, facilitating two
Blacktown Combined Interagency Learning Events. In September 2014, Victor’s Story, Aboriginal
Cultural Awareness saw close to 60 participants walk through a shortened version of six generations
of an Aboriginal Family, through the eyes of 5 year old Victor and his family from 1905 to present
day. In June 2015, Vicki Wilde facilitated FWT+DP’s E-Learning Program, Father Inclusive Practice,
close to 25 participants attended and were guided through the 4 learning modules with practice
based learning exercises aimed at creating Father Inclusive Culture within Organisations, Programs
and Work Practices.
Reflective Practice Forums for Family Workers, School Hubs and Schools as Communities (SaCs)
were held in both Western Sydney and Nepean to facilitate access for workers across both districts.
At each Forum learning and reflection topics cover one area of parenting and one area of child
development. The forums also provide an opportunity to network, reflect on practice and learning as
well as share resources and identify emerging needs.

Vicki Wilde - FNSW Project Worker
Sponsorship and Subsidy Scheme
The Families NSW Sponsorship Scheme commenced in 2005 with many organisations benefitting
from being able to attend training outside of FWT+DP as well as fund relief staff so that staff members
could attend training held by FWT+DP. In the past 5 years (from 2010) the Scheme has supported
65 workers from many different organisations attend training to an approximate total of $12,000. The
past several years has seen a decline in participation in the scheme, with a total of 2 workers
receiving $400 in 2015. As a result, it is with regret that FWT+DP has decided that the FNSW
Sponsorship & Subsidy Scheme will not be continuing into 2015/2016.

Vicki Wilde - FNSW Project Worker
Auburn /Holroyd / Parramatta
During 2014/15 I have been fortunate in obtaining the expertise of a number of new trainers who
have provided some new and exceptional training.
Some of these events were targeting specific audiences. Such as those working with parents who
use illicit drugs and a workshop targeting services who work with Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander
families and violence. A specialised workshop was designed to target services who work with many
families in the one household.

The year has been busy and full of highlights such as having Janet Solyntjes from Colorado USA
present two workshop for us on Mindfulness. This was a huge success with over forty people
attending the first day and over thirty on the second day. Some of the feedback from day one was
‘Experiencing the activity of mindfulness had me feeling relaxed for the first time in a long while’;
‘Very integrative of left/right brain’; ‘Really enjoyed the techniques learnt to help with stress, yoga,
meditation etc’; ‘Very insightful learning’.
As the year progressed so did the need to find new venues and provide new training. We succeeded
with a new venue at Seven Hills and the Train the Trainer “Through Young Black Eyes”. This training
was a partnership with Secretariat of National Aboriginal and Islander Child Care “SNAICC”. The
feedback from this was excellent and the evaluations indicated this was because of the ability for
participants to put what they were learning into practice at the workshop.
It was also another very busy time for the Local Collaborative Working Group. They very active in
organising the Child Wellbeing Forum which was a success with very experienced presenters
attending from Westmead Hospital, Transcultural Mental Health and STARTTS. Thanks to all the
active members of this group for making the day a great accomplishment.

Chris Ryan - FNSW Project Worker

FNSW Nepean Learning & Development Project
Partnerships between FWT+DP and other organisations in the community was a feature of last
year’s successful program of events in FNSW Nepean. As well, new links were made with the
Lithgow area, now included in Nepean’s coverage, and innovative forums and workshops looked at
Aboriginal and CALD training needs.
Forums included ‘Positive Frameworks for Social Change,’ developed in partnership with Blue
Mountains City Council, which brought innovative researchers Professor Ross Homel & Dr Kate
Freiberg of Griffith University to the Blue Mountains. Over 70 attendees heard about international
best practice and how to apply the Collective Impact Framework. The program included four
workshops facilitated by Western Sydney Community Forum, the Australian Futures Project, the
ten20 Foundation and FamS.
The excellent feedback included:
‘Highly informative, vast amounts of knowledge shared, fundamental and integral strategies in
targeting disadvantaged families and communities.’
Later in the year ‘The Changing World of Penrith’ forum, a partnership with Penrith City Council and
a range of NGO services, addressed the ‘hot’ issue of emerging refugee and migrant communities
in the Penrith LGA, and was well attended by over 60 participants.
An engagement strategy with Lithgow brought the dynamic ‘Victor’s Story’ workshop to the area and
included attendees from Orange. Described by a participant as ‘emotional, beautiful, personal,
profound,’ this workshop introduced intergenerational trauma through the stories of an Aboriginal
family.
Further workshops included ‘ADHD and Aboriginal children,’ and a new series, ‘Advantage and
Oppression: understanding the two sides of racism’ brought the issue of white privilege into the
training arena.
These are just a few highlights in a vibrant year flavoured with exciting partnerships and new,
leading-edge learning events.

Jane Skelton - FNSW Project Worker

FNSW Regional Triple P Facilitators Support Project
We accomplished much in the 2014-2015 year with our funding to provide support and
assistance to Triple P practitioners in Western Sydney.
Workshops
We ran two learning and development events this year:
 Engaging Parents Impacted by Trauma, facilitated by Mary Jo McVeigh
 Triple P Development Day: Engaging Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Families
The ‘development day’ was organised in partnership with the Sydney Metro Triple P
Facilitation Project. The highlight of the event was Dr Divna Haslam, a research fellow from
the University of Queensland, who was able to dispense valuable insight and advice on to
make Triple P “work’ for diverse families.
“(It’s) a different way to look at trauma. I love Mary Jo's training style, 'fits my brain'.” –
Training Participant
“It (the development day) was excellent. This training should expand to other area as well.”
– Training Participant
Network Meetings
We coordinated four network meetings, including a meeting specifically for practitioners’
implementing Indigenous Triple P. We decided this year to locate the meetings at
Kingswood - it seems to be the most central location between the Blue Mountains and
Western Sydney. We had a total of 20 workers attend the meetings.
Newsletter
We wrote and distributed 4 editions of the Metro West Triple P Practitioners’ News. The
newsletter covered diverse topics such as childhood anxiety, working with fathers and using
social media. The newsletter was distributed to 133 practitioners across the metro west
region.
Fire Recovery Triple P
We received additional one-off funding to implement the ‘Fire Recovery Triple P’ project in
the Blue Mountains, in response to the 2014 Blue Mountain bush fires. This involved
organising specific workshops on “Fire Recovery Triple P” and working directly with the
community. The project was challenging and take up was low. Feedback attributed this to
the significant time lapse in the project being offered and no longer being relevant to the
communities needs.

Sharmila Falzon - FNSW Triple P Project Worker

FNSW Regional Let’s Get Connected Forums
The Let’s Get Connected Facilitated Forum Series (LGC) has been working since October
2009 with mainstream family and community services across Metro West to assist services
to improve access for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and families. The LGC
forums have been working actively and progressively over the past six years to promote
collaborative approaches to improving engagement and access to mainstream services, to
providing relevant training and networking opportunities, access to information and
resources, and to assist participating services to implement new approaches and strategies
in their workplace. These facilitated forums have been diverse in format, changing to
accommodate and reflect the needs and different learning styles of the 265 Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal workers who have attended one or more of these forums.
The ‘Let’s Get Connected -Through Learning Conversations’ events held this year
trialled a different format in response to feedback from past participant’s post reflection
surveys. Mainstream service providers identified the need for an informal space to connect
with Aboriginal workers to help them better understand the needs and issues impacting on
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and families, and how to implement new
approaches and strategies in their workplace that are culturally inclusive, relevant and
appropriate.
The focus of these learning conversations was practice based so that workers had the
opportunity to reflect critically on how they work with Aboriginal and Torres Strait families,
both as individuals and from an organisational perspective. These forums presented an
opportunity to reflect on what we are doing, how well we are doing it, and how we can
improve on the way that we work with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander families and
communities.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander workers from different service types were invited to
facilitate the learning circles and to share their wealth of experience and knowledge gained
from many years of working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities.
Learning circles bring together a group of individuals with a common interest and provide
group members the opportunity to share their knowledge and experience, learn new
information with the aim to apply and test new skills. This years’ learning circles provided
the opportunity for non-Aboriginal workers to chat informally with Aboriginal workers to assist
them to:
 reflect on different ways to improve on the work they do with Aboriginal families
 share ideas and experiences of approaches that work
 identify partnership opportunities and get to know who works where and what other
services are doing
 be supported by their peers
Learning Circles are built on the idea that
every member has something to contribute and that
every member has something to learn.
Julianne Abood - FNSW Let’s Get Connected Project Worker

Let’s Get Connected Learning Conversations 2014-2015
How do we better engage the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community?
Culturally inclusive events – Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander only and for whole community
Work in partnership with Aboriginal workers, services and programs
Promote events through Koori Radio, Koori Mail, community grapevine
Work in partnership with services already working with the community & schools and local
community hub
Network and share information
Provide culturally appropriate and specific activities and programs
Show genuine acknowledgements and respect for culture
Encourage a sense of belonging
Build relationships – it takes time and allow it to grow without pushing your own agenda
Hold informal meetings and conversations
Attend community NAIDOC events
Get to know the community and allow the community to get to know you
Ensure continuity – long term approach
Engage Elders – consult, provide genuine role in planning, show respect
Follow up with community
Commemorate Apology Day and Reconciliation Week

How do we provide better access to the programs and services we deliver?
Consult with community to identify needs and preferences regarding aspects of program delivery
Ask questions informally and don’t assume that all community members will have the same needs
or ideas about things
Listen and act on advice
Humour, spend time, be real
Share food or a cup of tea
Assess enrolling/registration process – find safe ways to encourage Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander community to identify
Provide transport and free childcare
Provide individuals with support needed to attend
Invite support person to attend with community member
Be flexible
Ensure appropriate time and location of events
Be aware of other events on the calendar that may clash
Use familiar spaces for events that the community know and trust
Soft entry approaches
Less formal service / drop in
Open door policy
Mentoring
Cultural events and activities
Always consider affordability
Physical space and furniture
Consider ‘gender’ of workers

How do we become a more culturally safe and inclusive organisation?
Cultural awareness training for all Board members, staff and volunteers
Specialised training in trauma informed care and working with communities impacted by ‘Stolen
Generations’
Provide a welcoming and culturally inclusive environment – flags, welcome sign and paintings
Culturally specific service information
Koori mail
Front desk and staff welcoming friendly greeting
Make time for a cup of tea
Regular agenda items at team meetings for ongoing reflection and discussion
Consultation with Aboriginal workers, Elders and community to identify issues, barriers, needs and
approaches that work
Accountability
Don’t say you will do something that you can’t do
Use culturally friendly resources, pamphlets and visuals
Understand the history
Understand dynamics in community and the meaning of family
Reflect on how we do things
Know what other services and programs are out there
Be aware of your own attitudes and bias
Start a RAP
Consult with local Aboriginal Advisory Group
Be responsive and honest
Don’t make assumptions
Find ways to support individuals within the systems we work in
Recognise barriers and look for innovative solutions
Allow space and time to build relationships with clients

FNSW Inclusive Service Support Project (ISSP)
The Inclusive Service Support Project began in 2011 as a pilot project, developed by
FWT+DP and funded by Families NSW to provide support for mainstream early childhood,
family and community services to identify and implement strategies for better inclusion of
Aboriginal children, families and community in program delivery and across the organisation.
The overall aims of the project are to increase the skills, knowledge, practice and
commitment of participating services to engage with, and improve access for, Aboriginal
families and communities across Metro West.
The one on one work over the past four years with the three participating organisations,
Hawkesbury Community Services, Karabi Neighbourhood and Community Services, and
Riverstone Neighbourhood Centre, is now completed. My sincere thanks and gratitude to all
those involved in making this such a rewarding and successful pilot and for the integral role
this played in the development of the ‘Sharing Our Stories’ resource. I would also like to
acknowledge the importance of the role that so many Aboriginal Elders and workers have
played in supporting each of these organisations along their journeys.
The visual resource ‘Sharing Our Stories’ summarises and captures the key elements,
messages, insights and stories as relevant to each organisations’ experience of the journey.
The aim of the resource is to encourage and help guide workers and organisations to
prepare, plan and implement strategies to begin their own reconciliation journey. The
resource is available on our website.
Other ISSP initiatives achieved:
 Coordinated the partnership with Department of Education and Communities, FaCS,
Nepean Community & Neighbourhood Services, Connect, and other key stakeholders to
develop and implement a transitions to school program that aims at assisting Aboriginal
students in Western Sydney. The pilot is based on the ‘Little Black Duck’ Aboriginal
Mentoring and Child Focused Play Therapy Program, developed and piloted for 3 years
by Daryll Farrell, Aboriginal Mentor and Nerida Oberg, Children, Adolescent and Family
Therapist for Anglicare in the Shoalhaven region. The ‘Little Possums’ pilot will take place
at Ngallu Wal Aboriginal Child and Family Centre, Doonside.
 Development of a new training stream around the concept of ‘White Privilege’ that builds
on the work we have been doing as an organisation around reconciliation. I worked
closely with Tatiana Lozano to develop an interactive workshop ‘Advantage and
Oppression - Understanding the two sides of racism’ that was delivered to the FWT+DP
Board and team initially and then to the sector. By attending this training as a team, we
were able to critically explore the concept of ‘white privilege as an invisible package of
unearned assets’ that non-Aboriginal people benefit from. We also had the opportunity
to assess how these privileges may be represented in the way that we do things as an
organisation.
 The development and completion of the FWT+DP second ‘Innovate’ Reconciliation
Action Plan 2015/2016. The launch on 20th May was planned to coincide with National
Reconciliation Week, the theme for this year being “It’s time to change it up!” I thank all
the FWT+DP Board and team for their contributions to the content of our second RAP
and for their commitment to the RAP journey. Download a copy www.FWT+DP.org.au

Julianne Abood - FNSW ISSP Project Worker

CRC
Building Intercultural Connections in the Blacktown LGA
Funded by Community Relations Commission, Multicultural Advantage Grants Program –
Community Inclusion
‘Building Intercultural Connections in the Blacktown LGA’ project provided a unique
opportunity to work with local multicultural settlement organisations to assist them in
promoting intercultural exchange initiatives between local Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities and the migrant and refugee communities that they serve to address
issues of racism and discrimination.
The project aimed to build the capacity of workers from culturally and linguistically diverse
(CALD) backgrounds to work more effectively inter-culturally and to work more inclusively
with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities. The project worked in partnership
with Sydwest Multicultural Service and Mt. Druitt Ethnic Communities Agency (MECA)
and provided CALD workers and volunteers from these organisations with the opportunity
to attend two professional development workshops and the opportunity to actively participate
in events to work more inclusively with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities.
The first workshop, ‘Working with and understanding First Australians’ was designed to
provide CALD workers with a better understanding of key historical events that have
impacted on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. As all of the workers who attended
had migrated to Australia as adults from non-English speaking countries, this training was
essential in providing the historical context and an understanding of the issues and barriers
impacting on Aboriginal people today. Ivan Clarke, the Aboriginal trainer who delivered this
workshop, also included content on the importance of building cross cultural understanding
in the community; practical strategies to engage local Aboriginal families and communities;
ways to promote intercultural exchange that address issues relating to social cohesion
specific to the local community; and practical strategies to working in a culturally inclusive
and respectful way with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities.
The second workshop ‘Racism – You can do something about it!’ was developed
specifically for this project and audience, to provide a better understanding of racism and to
gain practical skills to become an active bystander against racism in the workplace and
community. This workshop was essential in providing the CALD workers with a better
understanding of what racism is and the Australian historical context as all of the CALD
participants who attended this workshop had not experienced racism before coming to
Australia. Participants were, however, familiar with discrimination based on religion, gender
or class. This workshop delivered by Tatiana Lozano, provided the opportunity for CALD
and Aboriginal participants to identify similar experiences of racism and discrimination as
experienced in Australia, to reflect on their own attitudes and biases inter-culturally, to
understand how racism impacts on the lives of individuals and communities, to build
connections across cultures and to gain skills and practical strategies to address racism as
active bystanders.
The project also provided support to both organisations to help build relationships with local
Elders, Aboriginal workers and community members through consultation. The project
coordinated and supported workers from both organisations to work collaboratively with

Aboriginal Elders and community for the annual Harmony Day event on the 25 th March 2015
at Bowman Hall in Blacktown and the local Mt. Druitt Reconciliation Walk on 23 rd May 2015
in Dawson Mall, Mt.Druitt.
The annual Blacktown Harmony Day event, organised by Sydwest Multicultural Services,
MECA and Blacktown City Council, was attended by more than 500 people from Iranian,
Afghani, Iraqi, Palestinian, Sudanese, South Sudanese, Aboriginal, Sri Lankan, Indian,
Ethiopian, Chinese, Pakistani, Liberian, Sierra Leonean, Rwandan, Italian, Bhutanese,
Nepali, Egyptian, Syrian, Ghanaian, Filipino and Anglo Australian cultural backgrounds.
Involvement of this project in Harmony Day enabled additional inclusion of Aboriginal
representation and content, and provided the CALD community with a unique opportunity to
learn about Aboriginal history, culture and local stories of the traditional peoples of the area
in which they live, to hear local language spoken from a local Elder, and to gain knowledge
and understanding of Aboriginal people. This event also provided the Aboriginal guests with
the opportunity to share their music and culture, to introduce the local Elder, and to raise
awareness about the first peoples of Australia and local history to a very large and diverse
audience. For the majority of this audience, this would have been their first encounter with
an Aboriginal Elder, hearing Aboriginal language, local stories, history and culture.
The 18th Annual Mt. Druitt Reconciliation Walk was attended by approximately 500
community members, including 30 people from CALD backgrounds whose participation
was a direct result of this project. CALD community members who took part in the walk
carried banners to show their support for reconciliation and enjoyed a program full of local
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal talents, guest speakers, cultural activities and information.
Participation in the annual reconciliation walk for the CALD community members served to
show their support and solidarity for the national reconciliation campaign and for the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community.
The ‘Building Intercultural Connections’ project enabled the foundations to be laid for future
‘intercultural’ activities and events to be promoted in Blacktown. The participating
organisations will hopefully continue to provide representation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities in program planning, to addressing intercultural issues relating to
social cohesion, racism and discrimination, and to being actively involved in supporting the
national reconciliation campaign. The continuation of this work will assist in building a more
inclusive and participative society, one that acknowledges the traditional owners of Australia
and promotes intercultural understanding and acceptance of differences and similarities
between cultures while responding with strength to expressions of intolerance and
discrimination.

Julianne Abood - Project Worker

FWT+DP
Financial
Reports

FWT+DP Audited Financial Reports
Treasurer’s Report:
As at 30 June 2015 Family Worker Training + Development Programme Inc. recorded a year
of sound financial performance.
The figures below compare our 2014/15 performance with the previous year.
Whilst the overall income for the period was up $91,000 we finished the year with a small
deficit of $3,000.
Total liabilities increased up $58,000 in the period proportional to grants in advance whilst
the total equity of the organisation remains fairly stable at $129,000.
The current working capital ratio of the organisation is relatively healthy at 1.3 which gives
us an indication of how well the organisation is placed to pay its debts as they fall due - for
every dollar the organisation owes it has 1.3 dollars to pay it back.
If income were to cease the organisation could operate for 8 weeks based on its cash
reserves at 9.3% of total expenditure. In Australian Council categories these ratios represent
a modest financial position for the organisation.
Financial Year

2013/14

2014/15

Total Income

1,302,335

1,393,515

Total Expenditure

1,301,732

1,396,838

Total Assets

494,568

549,259

Total Liabilities

361,735

419,829

Total Equity

132,833

129,510

The Board reviewed quarterly financial reports for the organisation throughout 2014/15
period.
I have reviewed the auditor’s report prepared by Ross Fowler & Co Chartered Accountants,
Penrith as a true and fair account of our financial position.
Thank you to Heather Callaghan, Financial Administrator, for her due diligence in all matters
accounting and work behind the scenes to ensure that accurate data was captured for
reporting purposes.
I’d like to thank individual Board Members and our CEO for the privilege of working with you
to bring about with the team our vision for the Family Worker Training + Development
Programme Inc.

Yours Sincerely
Peter O’Brien, Treasurer

